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The Portuguese led the way. Still today, landmarks, coastlines and currents around the world bear Portuguese
names, and the oceans of the world are one vast watery grave for Portuguese seamen. The reward they
bequeathed was an empire that stretched from China to Brazil, and included much of Africa and Southern
Asia. The peak of their achievement was Vasco da Gama's discovery of a sea route to India, and therefore to
unimaginable wealth. Yet the discoverers were not lured only by gold, precious stones and spices. They were
driven to colonise, to enslave, to bring the certainty of their religion to the unconverted, even to outflank the
Muslims and re-conquer Jerusalem. Reconstructing journeys from contemporary logs and papers, Ronald
Watkins chronicles the lengths to which they went, pioneering uncertain technologies, even modifying their
ships en route to the Indies. This absorbing and wonderfully vivid account brings to life the captains driving
their small ships over the horizon; and the far-off, not always friendly traders they met.He depicts the lives of
the ordinary sailors, rarely seen, who suffered for trade, religion and imperial power and who forced
European rivals to concede that only the Portuguese could find India.
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From reader reviews:

Eleonora Plunkett:

This Unknown Seas book is not ordinary book, you have it then the world is in your hands. The benefit you
have by reading this book is information inside this book incredible fresh, you will get details which is
getting deeper an individual read a lot of information you will get. This Unknown Seas without we realize
teach the one who reading it become critical in imagining and analyzing. Don't possibly be worry Unknown
Seas can bring whenever you are and not make your carrier space or bookshelves' grow to be full because
you can have it with your lovely laptop even mobile phone. This Unknown Seas having good arrangement in
word as well as layout, so you will not truly feel uninterested in reading.

Patti Metivier:

This Unknown Seas usually are reliable for you who want to certainly be a successful person, why. The
explanation of this Unknown Seas can be one of many great books you must have is giving you more than
just simple studying food but feed a person with information that perhaps will shock your previous
knowledge. This book is handy, you can bring it everywhere you go and whenever your conditions in the e-
book and printed versions. Beside that this Unknown Seas forcing you to have an enormous of experience
like rich vocabulary, giving you test of critical thinking that we understand it useful in your day activity. So ,
let's have it and luxuriate in reading.

Catherine Riddle:

The reserve untitled Unknown Seas is the book that recommended to you to learn. You can see the quality of
the guide content that will be shown to you actually. The language that publisher use to explained their way
of doing something is easily to understand. The article author was did a lot of study when write the book, and
so the information that they share to you is absolutely accurate. You also might get the e-book of Unknown
Seas from the publisher to make you more enjoy free time.

David Baker:

What is your hobby? Have you heard this question when you got learners? We believe that that problem was
given by teacher to the students. Many kinds of hobby, All people has different hobby. And you also know
that little person just like reading or as studying become their hobby. You must know that reading is very
important along with book as to be the issue. Book is important thing to include you knowledge, except your
own teacher or lecturer. You get good news or update regarding something by book. A substantial number of
sorts of books that can you go onto be your object. One of them is this Unknown Seas.
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